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Memorial rock climbing route to little girls who died from brain tumors

Because Presidents said no they would not help cure brain tumors

  

Caesar, Nero, Bush type brain tumors

Atheists – skeptics in whats best for humanity

  

Mrs. Bush with arms + legs under the Whitehouse Christmas Tree

Electric Windmill Car not a present under the Whitehouse Tree

 

Pontiff has a brain tumor caused by oil  money $$$$$$$

Cause of the little girls brain tumors are unknown

 

Sisters rescued by no more oil 

We’ll rescue her sisters in 2004

  

Partners in climbing a route up the mountain

Most routes have names like Wind Rock and rating like 13-8
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This is rated 13-8 and I climbed in my mind inventing at 14-9

This is rated 13-8 and I climbed in my mind inventing at 14-9

  

As she climbed I thought intensely at 14-9

Thinking about her and gravity control and a cure for cancer

  

My mantra was my partner’s name

My thoughts caught cancer and everything about it

 

  

Anthodium Route - A heart shaped flower

Inflorescence coming out of the center

  

Like a little girl

Glimmering, growing into a beautiful women

  

The nicest people in the world

Are little girls and beautiful women

  

What comes out of most men is war

And atheism and skeptics about a cure for Humanity
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Lawyers who use prostitutes

Lawyers who think of everyone as prostitutes

  

Don’t ever ask a man to help you find the cure for cancer

Ask women to help you find a cure for cancer

  

What comes out of most men is war

Iraq wars were for more oil money $$$$$$$

  

While the same men suppressed the Electric Windmill Car

And stifled its inventor from working on a cancer cure

 

Blind Marines on the front page of the New York Times

Put pressure on Oil Men in the Electric Windmill Car Era

 

New York Times cannot expose the Electric Windmill Car

Boulder Daily Camera and Campus Paper do not want to expose it

 

As pay offs from DC

Is more than they would get from Electric Windmill Cars
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On the streets of Boulder Colorado

Sad state of learning in a College Town

  

Now on Christmas Day 2003

A poem for all the little girls with brain tumors

  

Brain tumors – and mom tried to find a cure

Sorry to say the little girl died after a lot of pain

  

MD’s help suppress the Electric Windmill Car

And its inventor from getting the cure for cancer

  

MD males in Boulder Colorado made me persona non grata

So I got even and made all male MD’s on Earth persona non grata

  

I will write a living will that I would rather die

Than be treated by a male MD - anywhere on Earth

  

Anyway Darcy tried to find a cure for Molly’s brain tumor

Darcy is from Arlington so she maybe a CIA employee

  

Article was in the Wall Street Journal on Dec 15, 2003
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Darcy hunting for a cure on the web

  

Amy Marcus wrote the article for the Wall Street Journal

She knows I am being stifled from finding a cancer cure

  

Inside story not reported by the Wall Street Journal

These Atheists have a nitch market in our society

  

NCAR here in Boulder and other government agencies too

They are a bad influence on inventors

 

Atheists Lawyers in Boulder Colorado

No I will not help you get a cancer cure

  

Inventors are inspired by women and the Universe

10,000 galaxies in every inch of the night sky

 

Next generation of telescope money has been spent

on the Iraqi Wars - this will never be in the news

  

Old Wall Street Journal Article last May or June

Wrote up Einstein and others as being inspired by women
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I love women more than anything in the world

She can have all the money, all I want is her inspiration

  

Molly Foley was the little girl with the brain tumor

Darcy and her husband might be CIA employees

  

Their Presidents quest conquest is war with Iraq

Not the cure for brain tumors for little girls

  

Mrs. Bush is a partner in this crime

With arms and legs under the Whitehouse Christmas tree

  

Fluorescence flower rock climbing route I belayed my partner

This is rated 13-8 and I climbed in my mind inventing at 14-9

 

This is rated 13-8 and I climbed in my mind inventing at 14-9

This is rated 13-8 and I climbed in my mind inventing at 14-9

  

As she climbed I thought intensely at 14-9

Thinking about her and gravity control and a cure for cancer
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My mantra was my partner’s name

My thoughts caught cancer and everything about it

  

Your entire life plays out in a few moments

Your entire knowledge of cancer plays out in seconds

  

Over and over like a mantra

Your are climbing at 14-9 in your thoughts

  

Women and little girls inspire men to invent

In women we see Eve – Gods Goddess of Creation

  

As she climbed at 13-8

I belayed her and climbed at 14-9 in my mind

  

Partners in inventing a cancer cure and gravity control

With no help at all from the Whitehouse

  

I bought my partner flowers, a watch and a helicopter

Told her about my 4-rotor helicopter invention

  

This 4-rotor helicopter is a farm helicopter
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You can harvest rice without getting your feet wet

  

Or get bitten by a Cobra

Non-poisonous Cobra is also one of our invention projects

  

My partner told me about Yosemite’s El Capitan 3,600’ cliff

Her girlfriend climbed it and wrote a book

  

My partner will write a book about me, her inventor

Seeing some want to clone my way of inventing

  

Molly’s parents could be CIA employees

With the same ups and downs as the rest of us

  

Except their boss is a mad man into war

Refusing to help me get the cure for cancer

  

Who helped Einstein? Who refused?

This is for history major’s writing papers

  

Geology majors know the Matthorn 14,692’ is melting

Know windmills on cars, trucks, ships, planes is a better way
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$475 cup of soup to cure Molly’s brain tumor

The little girls mom bought this in desperation

  

You know how it feels to be desperate

In winning or losing a Loved one

  

$475 cup of soup there is a better way

We just have to invent it

  

Train our partners to write a book

With the 14-9 intensity of a writer

  

Climbing a peak in the intellectual world

Our rock climber on her 13-8 route

  

Now has insights into her be layer

Who was thinking at 14-9 from her inspiration?

  

14-9 the be layer inspired by his female partner

13-8 she climbs the cancer cure route planning her moves
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Mom + Dad of Molly were desperate

The 14-9 be layer could feel this desperation

  

The 13-8 rock climber now knows this

She realizes the mental climb to get a Nobel Prize

  

Good, we finally got this straight so we can get to work now

Good, we finally got this straight so we can get to work now

  

Who do we feel sorry for?

Who do we get even with?

  

Bush not getting a cancer cure is a crime

Oil men are criminals too

  

Love is a many splendid thing I savor

Be laying my partner I savor thinking

  

Will getting the cure for cancer

Be my thinking intensely or a Godsend?

  

My recipe for thinking will be given to my rock climber
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She will have a new recipe to savor

  

A woman with a new recipe

Excited at making a new dish

  

$475 soup than can cure cancer

$47,500 for a new cancer clinical trial

  

Plague was an intellectual cure

Flu will be cured by an Einstein with inspiration

  

Oil at .10 a barrel

I changed the world + Bush vetoed this

  

Today Mrs. Bush has arms and legs under the Christmas Tree

I do not have a Christmas Tree here I have my partner though

  

Mrs. Bush is sick, despondent, depressed about arms + legs lost

Her husband’s karma came back with a vengeance

  

I know Karma well
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I know my partners “Invention Aura” picture well too

  

I will tell all the little girls

Marry a man who will not kill in war

  

Karma is real so in inspiration of a women

I savor her inspiration

  

I drink of her inspiration

I get intoxicated, drunk, addicted

  

Far more intense than a heroin addict

Take away my inspiration and I get mad

  

Inside story not reported by the Wall Street Journal

Now that we got this inspiration things straight

  

We can get to work on a cure for cancer

Call Molly’s mom and dad for records and help

  

Ask the CIA to work for humanity

To assassinate cancer and those who will not help cure it
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Go before the Judge who has cancer

This is a way to win your lawsuit

  

Love is the way to win

Over the CIA assassins

  

Black part of the world

Eaves dropping on your enemy

  

Perplexing situation of social cancers

Yes – social cancers are the cause of Molly’s brain tumor

  

Helicopter rescue of a society

By inventing a 4-rotor helicopter

  

Social cancers are health care cost and cures

Social cancers are cause my MD’s and other men

  

Now that this inventor exposed his mind

Mind that thinks at 14-9 on his mental rock climb route
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But only when inspired

His mind can sit at home alone out of gas and love

  

Well my mind has been gassed up today by my partner

Christmas Day was a miracle

  

Loveland Pass at 11,900’

Skiing 15 runs with my inspirational partner

  

So how do you think about the Molly’s with a brain tumor

In such pleasant surroundings

  

The desire to climb the 14-9

Desire to be lay your partner on her 13-8

  

Her desire to climb the 13-8 is will know

Now my desire to climb the 14-9 to invent a cancer cure is known

  

Now that this is exposed

Lets cure cancer!
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